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Round 11 – November 9th 

Junior Heat 1 
After the first lap Charlie Lang is in the lead, followed closely by Matthew Diemer in 2

nd
 with Diego 

Lopez in 3
rd

 2.0 seconds behind. After the second lap Christian Nielson Evans is in the lead followed 

by Ellis Haddow and Sam Howell neck and neck crossing the line. Lap four and Alex Churchill put in 

his fastest lap to secure 3
rd

. Christian Nielson Evans has lost his lead as he crosses the line just before 

Ellis Haddow and Alex Churchill who is only 0.5 behind. Alex Churchill moves up into 2
nd

 place in lap 

five and Tyler Parslow moves into 3
rd

 with the fastest lap of the session. Lap six and the gap between 

Alex and Christian has closed to 0.08. Lap seven and there is a big fight for 5
th

 place between Ollie 

Ursell and Liam Coleman. Diego Lopez has dropped to 8
th

 place from 3
rd

 at the start of the race. 

Joshua Craft has put his fastest lap of the session in for his final lap showing a strong finish.  

Junior Heat 2 
Thomas Knapton is starting in the lead for this race; Joshua Craft spins out on the warm up lap and 

has to start at the back of the grid. Ellis Haddow spins on turn five falling a few places. Charlie gets a 

Black and White bumping and gains two positions and then gains another around turn seven. Ollie 

Ursell gained a position moving into the midfield. Charlie Lang takes someone off the course and 

earns himself a black flag. Thomas Knapton and George Bridson are fighting it out at the front and so 

are Charlie and Ellis at the back as Ellis bumps Charlie around turn 10. Diego Lopez is desperately 

trying to move into 2
nd

 as he does ’t a t to lea e it to the last lap. George just takes Diego off the 

track on turn eight, Diego manages to keep his position but is a solid 4.0 seconds off George, with 

not much time left. Matthew spins on his own accord around turn six as he tried to take a position. 

Diego finishes 2
nd

 as George has a lap deducted and Tyler Parslow finishes in 3
rd

. Thomas Knapton 

shows he is the man to beat.   

Junior Heat 3 
Ollie Ursell starts in pole position on this heat. Christian is in 3

rd
 place and bumps Alex Churchill on 

lap 2. Sam Howell gets a black flag for ramming Ellis Haddow off the track. Diego Lopez sits in 7
th

 on 

lap three, he has moved up two places from the start of the race. Ollie is holding pole and is enjoying 

a 1.5 second lead over Alex who is in 2
nd

 and Christian Nielson Evans is in 3
rd. Tho as K apto  is ’t 

e jo i g ei g i  the iddle of the ta le a d is ’t perfor i g as ell as he did in his previous heat. 

Diego moves from 7
th

 to 4
th

 in turn four, he is slowly catching the top three. Christian Nielson Evans 

over took Alex on turn three and moves into 2
nd

 place. George Bidson and Diego Lopez are really 

battling it out overtaking each other on turn five and six. George then drops 3 positions into 7
th

. Ollie 

Ursell has raced well and held his position for the whole race. He enjoys nearly a 3.0 second gap for 

his last lap. Alex looks solid in 2
nd

 place and has a good lead on Christian who is in 3
rd

. 

Junior Final 

Ollie Ursell is starting in 1
st

, Christian in 2
nd

 and Alex Churchill at 3
rd

, Diego spins at turn 5 and is at 

the back of the grid, he then tries to force his way back up the grid and they have to go around 
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again. The other drives eventually let him back through and the race starts. Liam Coleman hits the 

tyres at turn two and falls to the back of the grid. Alex Churchill overtakes Ollie on turn eleven and is 

now in 1
st

 going into lap two. Diego Lopez overtakes Christian around turn five but loses his position 

around turn six. Tyler is in 4
th

 after overtaking Christian on turn ten; Diego also goes past Christian 

and takes 4
th

. Alex and Ollie are side by side at turn eight. Ollie overtakes Alex on turn one and then 

loses the position on turn four. Matthew Diemer overtakes Sam Howell at turn ten. Ollie overtakes 

Alex on turn four on lap nine. Matthew has hit another kart which has gone off the track and is 

receiving a black flag. Alex and Ollie have pulled away and have a 6.9 second gap between them and 

Tyler who is in 3
rd

. Christian has fallen down into 8
th

 place and is trying to find his way back up the 

field. Matthew went defensive around turn seven and caused a massive collision whilst trying to 

e ploit a gap that as ’t there and receives his 3
rd

 black flag. Ollie Ursell has a -2.4 second lead going 

into the chequered flag and has won the race. Alex Churchill raced very well today and secured 2
nd

. 

Tyler Parslow held off a very competitive battle for 3
rd

 place.  

 

Senior Light Heat 1 
After the first lap Dan Bull takes pole position moving up from 3

rd
, Emilio Lopez moves into 2

nd
 and 

Aaron Kidd moves into 3
rd

. James Ives, Christopher Gristwood and Tom Harbottle are all trying to 

catch up with 3
rd

 place, Tom takes Christopher on turn seven and moves into 5
th

. Vaughan Roberts 

and Harry Law overtake Christopher Gristwood who is falling back down towards his starting 

position. Tom Harbottle overtakes James on turn eleven and is showing some impressive driving in 

the middle of the field; James Ives overtakes Emilio who has slowed down in this last lap on turn 10. 

Tom Harbottle gets a black and white for Curbing and at the end of the race Dan Bull is in 1
st

, Aaron 

Kidd is in 2
nd

 and James moves back into 3
rd

 snatching it from Emilio in that last lap. Emilio falls to the 

bottom of the grid. 

Senior Light Heat 2 
Charlie Fenton starts in pole for this heat and is flying around in his practice lap. Oscar spins out 

around turn eleven and is then hit by a kart coming around the corner; he loses two positions due to 

this. Tom Harbottle moves from 7
th

 to last as he hit a curb and lost speed. Charlie has retained his 

position after the 2
nd

 lap and is now trying to establish a lead.  Dan Bull moves into 4
th

 on the back 

straight but loses it on turn eleven. Charlie Fenton loses his position on turn one. James Ives moves 

up into 3
rd

 position showing good consistent lap times, he hopes to build on this and catch up with 

Charlie. Vaughan is 4.8 seconds behind Aaron Kidd who wants to finish high on the grid due to the 

last heat. Emilio Lopez is enjoying a slight lead over Charlie as we move toward the last lap. Harry 

La  has ’t o ed fro  th
 the whole race and Tom Harbottle is going too fast around turn 10 and 

is told to calm down. James Ives has fell 1.9 seconds behind Charlie in the final lap which is an 

unfortunate end to that final lap.   
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Senior Light Heat 3 
In this final heat Dan Bull and Emilio Lopez start at the bottom of the grid this race with Oscar Riley 

and Harry Law in 1
st

 and 2
nd

. Charlie Fenton moves to the back as he gets bumped on the first lap. 

Oscar snatches 1
st

 place around turn seven, Harry moves into 2
nd

. Dan Bull Hits Tom quite hard, and 

gets a black and white bumping on lap 3. Charlie Fenton swaps kart as he as ’t happ  ith it after 
one lap he has some work to do to catch up as he is -1 lap down. Tom Harbottle hit Dan Bull and 

causes a pile up and he gains two positions. Emilio takes advantage of this and moves up the grid. 

Tom gets a black flag for causing the pile up earlier in that lap. Oscar is enjoying a -1.9 lead over 

Harry Law going into the last lap. At the end of that heat Oscar is in 1
st

, Harry Law is in 2
nd

 and James 

Ives is in 3
rd

.  

Senior Light Final 
James Ives starts on pole; followed by Dan Bull in 2

nd
 and Aaron Kidd in 3

rd
. Emilio Lopez sits in 4

th
 

place going around the 2
nd 

lap. Charlie Fenton spins and gets hit by Vaughan around turn eight. 

James Ives is followed very closely by Dan into the 3
rd

 lap. Aaron Kidd is -1.4 seconds behind.  Emilio 

is -1.4 seconds behind Aaron and is beginning to press. James and Dan are side by side around turn 

nine and cross the line side by side, James only just ahead. Dan Bull went to overtake James but 

pulled out around turn ten. Aaron Kid has pulled back a second and is only -0.3 off Dan who is still in 

2
nd

.  Charlie Fenton just completed his fastest lap of the final as Dan flies past James on turn one of 

the 6
th

 lap. Aaron Kidd overtakes James taking 2
nd

 place. Harry Law is side by side with James Ives 

around turn six. James just manages to retain 3
rd

 place. Charlie Fenton goes side by side with Daniel 

Russell in turn five and takes a sharp inside line on turn six and takes the position. Dan Bull is 

enjoying a -2.7 lead over Aaron who is in 2
nd

. James overtakes Aaron on turn 5 and moves into 2
nd

 

place. The battle of the top three was fought well but James Ives secured 3
rd 

place, Aaron Kidd stole 

2
nd

 from James in the last lap and Dan Bull held 1
st

 the whole way around.  
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Senior Heavy Heat 1 
After the first lap you can already see the competitiveness between the drivers. Doug Willngdale 

moves into 4
th

 from 8
th

 and Stuart Shearman falls into 5
th

 losing his pole position. Chris Munro and 

Adrian Wisniewski are battling for the championship today and are showing how much they want it 

setting fast laps. Doug took 2
nd

 position around turn 10. Chris Munro has taken the lead and is trying 

to build on it. Doug is right behind him and not giving him an inch. Sam Barclay moves into 7
th

 place 

but is falling quite a way behind. Stuart Shearman overtakes Wayne Robson on turn 9 but loses it 

straight away. Wayne then moves from 5
th

 into 4
th

 place. Doug is 0.1 behind on that last lap and has 

picked up another bumping sign, he then takes 1
st

 position around turn one. Adrian Wilsniewski is 

falling down the board and will want to set a fast last lap. Chris Munro is given a black and white 

Curbing in lap seven and is falling behind Doug who has a little slack in this last lap. Adrian pulls it out 

of the bag and get 3
rd

 in the last lap showing he could win the championship today.  

Senior Heavy Heat 2 
Richard Bull falls to the back of the grid as he spins at turn four on his first lap. Doug and Wayne 

switch position at turn eight. Chris is sitting in third place comfortably on the second lap. He moves 

into 2
nd

 as he goes around Wayne on turn eight. Adrian Wisniewski is battling to catch up with Chris 

as he needs to beat him to win the championship. Richard Bull is 20 seconds behind Doug who is in 

1
st

 place. Chris Munro overtakes Doug on turn eight and is where he wants to be half way through 

the race. Sam Barclay is trying to move up the board as he puts in another consistent lap on lap 4. 

Richard Bull is falling further behind at the back as Luke Plummer spins of his own accord at turn 10. 

Wayne Robson is desperately trying to claw back 2
nd

 position as he cuts a corner to try and gain the 

position he needs. Chris and Doug are battling it out going into the last lap with nothing between the 

two of them. Chris Munro finishes 1
st

, Doug Willingale in 2
nd

 and Wayne Robson finishes 3
rd

.  

Senior Heavy Heat 3 
In the final heat of the day Adrian starts on pole, Sam Barclay in 2

nd
 and Chris Munro in 3

rd
. Doug and 

Wayne are sitting in midfield and will no doubt try to push into the top three. Sam Barclay moves 

into 1
st

 place at turn seven. Adrian tries to gain the position but cuts the curb. Lap 2 and Adrian is in 

1
st

, Chris is in 2
nd

 and Doug is in 3
rd

.  Sam loses his position and falls into 5
th

. Wayne is snapping at 

Chris’ heels a d is doi g his est to at h hi . Doug is i  nd
 as he overtook Chris and is wedged 

himself between the two championship contenders. Adrian is enjoying a -1.5 second gap between 

him and Doug. Chris Munro has fallen behind in lap five and is -2.8 seconds behind Doug. Doug has 

la ed a k at Adria ’s lead a d is o l  -0.9 seconds behind him on lap six. Luke Plummer is in 7
th

 

place but has just set his fastest lap of the race. Doug is right behind Adrian going into the last lap as 

he set his fastest lap of the day in lap seven. Doug over took Adrian on turn eight and is leading on 

the last lap. Chris Munro finishes in 3
rd

, Adrian in 2
nd

 and Doug in 1
st

.  
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Senior Heavy Final 
In the final race of the day, Doug is starting in pole position, Chris Munro is in 2

nd
 and Adrian 

Wisniewski is in 3
rd

. Chris and Adrian are battling for the championship and it is going to be very 

close between them. Chris Munro is the fastest around the first lap but Doug still hold 1
st

 place. 

Adrian is -2.5 seconds behind Chris and needs to catch up if he wants to win the championship. 

Wayne Robson is catching up on Adrian and will try at get on the podium today he has set the fastest 

lap of the race so far and is getting quicker. Doug loses his position around turn five and regains it 

around turn six. Adrian gains a second on turn six. Chris is trying to push Doug and he is feeling the 

pressure making small mistakes around turn three and four but he retains his position. Chris will win 

the championship if things stay the same. Chris spins out on turn four and loses some speed. Adrian 

has do e ell a d is la i g a k at Chris’ lead o  o l  -1.9 seconds down. Chris hits into Doug at 

turn two and Adrian is now right behind Chris and is pressing him hoping for a mistake. Going into 

the last lap there is a kart length between Doug, Chris and Adrian. Wayne Robson has fallen into 5
th

 

place. Doug wins the race followed by Chris Munro only -0.4 seconds down and Adrian only -1.0 

seconds down on Chris. Chris Munro wins the Championship this race, there were only 12 points 

separating Chris and Adrian all season and Chris is celebrating as he crosses the line.  

 


